With the Sun Parasol family launch, Suntory Flowers revolutionized the
Mandevilla market for growers and gardeners. These plants are the perfect
solution to create a lush tropical paradise summer after summer.

20 Years
of Planting Paradise

Suntory Flowers has developed many categories in the Sun Parasol lineup,
including unique shrub forms perfect for container gardens and landscape
plantings, large traditional climbing varieties that will cover trellises in the
garden, and fun trailing varieties, perfect for hanging baskets.
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The original Sun Parasol varieties are an interspecific
hybrid between traditional Mandevilla and
Dipladenia varieties. This creates a plant with a
full shrubby habit and a lot of branching, giving us
far more blooms and the large, open flower style
of Mandevilla for a genuinely upscale display.
These are also outstanding garden performers in
containers and the ground with very little
maintenance for summer-long color.
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Pretty

The Pretty varieties, like the Giants, are quick to cover walls and trellises with summer-long
color. This pair is well recognized with a smaller, shiny, dark green leaf and an enormous amount
of smaller blooms. Pretty varieties are also the most cold-tolerant lineup, so they are very popular
with northern growers and gardeners.
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Sunbeam

Sunbeam is a true
breakthrough and a
highlight to the Original
collection. This variety
displays the richest sunny
yellow color available in
a Mandevilla while
maintaining the
exceptionally branched
and highly floriferous
plant habits that the
Original series is
known for.
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These traditional trellis varieties are favorites in the garden for creating
a lush tropical display full of vivid color. These classic vining types have
enormous flowers and larger leaves. Natural climbers thrive in heat and
full sun for dramatic displays all summer. Gardeners love Red Emperor
for its intense deep red color. Giant Dark Pink’s blooms start out light
and deepen with age, creating a tonal effect. Giant Marbled Crimson has
bright white variegated foliage, unique in this class.
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Mitebuster

SUNDENIA
®

Mitebuster is the
must-have variety for
professional landscape
installations. A unique
rough foliage texture
makes this plant
impervious to mites
and other foliage
issues, yielding month
after month of
continuous worry-free
color in the landscape.

D I P L A D E N I A S

The Sundenia varieties
are a sister series to the Sun
Parasol line with large flowers
on compact habits. This lineup
makes an excellent choice for
gardens and containers. The
three original colors in this
lineup are Sundenia Coral,
Sundenia White, and
Sundenia Red, with the
shrubby container style
habits. Sundenia Crimson
is also a top seller in the
collection, with a vigorous
fast-climbing habit
for trellises.
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Apricot

Sun Parasol Apricot is a gorgeous designer color
with pastel peach-colored blooms. The plants have
incredible vigor and a load of branching, making them
robust performers in the garden. These plants are not
natural climbers but are best suited to hanging baskets,
larger containers, and mass in-ground plantings.
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The Sun Parasol Garden varieties are
great selections for hanging baskets
and mass in-ground plantings because
of so much dense branching at the base
of the plant. This creates these robust
habits with mounding and cascading
plants that are the best selections for
premium baskets. You can also use the
garden varieties in the ground, as you
would a petunia, where they will create
mounds of summer color.
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